Support Our Mission
Join
• ONLINE: by visiting our website at www.monroeinstitute.org
From the Community menu select Dolphin Energy Club
• EMAIL: DEC@monroeinstitute.org
• ONSITE: when you are here for a program

Mission

• MAIL: enclose a check for $50 and send to:
The Monroe Institute
Attn: Dolphin Energy Club
365 Roberts Mountain Road
Faber, VA 22938 USA

As a DEC Member
• Learn DEC methods and techniques through a special audio exercise and the DEC Toolkit.
• Present any petitioner, including yourself, for DEC support.

Statement

The Monroe Institute
advances the exploration of
human consciousness and
the experience of expanded
states of awareness as a path
to creating a life of personal
freedom, meaning, insight,
and happiness.

THE MONROE INSTITUTE is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit,
nonsectarian organization. We rely on the generosity of
individuals and institutions to sustain our mission and
ensure the TMI experience is available to all who seek it.

• Present all petitioners who give their permission to receive DEC energy.
• Report to TMI any observable changes or improvements in your petitioner.
• Report to DEC any changes in your own physical and mental-emotional states resulting from
your experience with DEC.
• Receive periodic feedback from TMI of DEC results.

The ammonite is a grounding fossil, which
kindles spontaneity and emboldens the
wearing individual to brave the unknown.

The Monroe Institute
365 Roberts Mountain Road
Faber, VA 22938 USA
434.361.1500
Toll Free 866.881.3440

monroeinstitute.org

Join
Dolphin Energy Club
at The Monroe Institute

Experience the
DYNAMIC POWER
of Collective Intention!

I was blissed out. I ‘knew’ [my cardiac catheterization] would go well.

Entirely normal. ‘I don’t believe this,’ he said, ‘a forty-five-year-old

Nancy Penn Monroe, wife of Robert Monroe and co-founder of The
Monroe Institute, inspired the creation of the Dolphin Energy Club
(DEC) in 1991. Following an outpatient chemotherapy treatment for
breast cancer, Nancy noticed her hand swelling and turning deep
gray. It doubled in size as she watched. Her primary doctor was
unavailable, so Nancy and her friend Shay St. John discussed what
she should do. Shay remembered hearing that bottlenose dolphins
assist killer whales in birthing. She said to Nancy, “Let’s make the
dolphins the midwives of your healing right now!”

Later they shared that wonderful healing experience with their
husbands. Bob Monroe was inspired by parallels between the
reported effects of dolphin sonar and the effects of binaural beat
frequencies. Based on their enthusiastic brainstorming session that
evening the Dolphin Energy Club was conceived. Its mission—to
offer healing energy to those in need of emotional and physical
support. A unique training system for DEC providers was developed
using special Hemi-Sync® frequency patterns.

“… Huge numbers of dolphins surrounded me.

Afterward, the cardiologist was puzzled. The cath results were normal.

The Story

They sat quietly and visualized seven energy dolphins flowing
through Nancy’s bloodstream. The two friends concentrated on
the dolphins and asked them to devour the excess chemo. In
amazement they watched as Nancy’s hand returned to a normal
color and size.

How It Works

diabetic with markedly elevated cholesterol should have some plaque in his
arteries. You don’t have anything. I can’t explain it.’
I can explain it with three letters: D-E-C.
I haven’t had any chest pain since.”
— from “DEC Dolphins Bring the Healing Home”
by Brian Dailey, MD
Shay St. John and
Nancy Penn Monroe

DEC members are part of a community of
hundreds of individuals worldwide who
serve those who need and request our help.
Amazing “rebounds” and healing have been
reported and DEC energy has also eased the
transition into physical death.
Members receive a special audio CD
containing Hemi-Sync® frequency patterns
designed from EEG brain mapping studies of
talented healers.
When a request for assistance comes to us, we
galvanize the DEC network via email, asking
members to provide focused healing intent
for the individual. The verbal guidance on the
DEC CD helps members develop an intimate,
personal partnership with dolphin awareness
to facilitate this service.
There is only one rule for DEC members. An
individual requesting DEC support must do so
directly or give permission for another to do
so on their behalf. DEC healing support is free
to anyone, or any creature.

Your DEC membership is a U.S. taxdeductible gift and an investment in:
•

Research

•

Scholarships

•

Programs

•

Veterans Fund

•

Campus Revitalization

DEC’S MISSION—to offer healing energy to all in need
of emotional and physical support.

Join DEC today and be a part of TMI’s healing community.
With gratitude,

Nancy H. McMoneagle
President & Executive Director

Read some of the powerful DEC testimonials on our website
at www.monroeinstitute.org/community, and click on Dolphin Energy Club.
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